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It’s our way of taking the Director bonus and sweetening 

it for the sponsor. When they get their $50 Director 

bonus, your Mentor bonus matches it! And then you 

can keep earning Mentor bonuses as that new Director 

grows: another $100 for you when they reach D300, 

and another $150 when they reach D700.

Miss one? Don’t worry. You can catch the next one.  

For example, if your new enrollee misses the 14-day 

mark on hitting Director but still becomes a D300 within 

30 days, you get the $100 bonus. 

These three Director levels are the foundation of your 

business. And now, when you build a strong foundation, 

you get instant cash AND a team that will create 

residuals for years to come.

There’s always a bonus in it for those who keep 

mentoring, and there’s no limit to the number of Mentor 

bonuses you can earn!

Promotion runs January 23, 2016–May 27, 2016.
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The Mentor bonus is designed to give you immediate 

cash while building for the long term. Your goal is to men-

tor as many new enrollees to Director 700 as possible. 

This will build and strengthen your organization from a 

foundational level, and you have the potential to earn 

$300 in Mentor bonuses on each person mentored. 

PROMOTION PERIOD

January 23, 2016–May 27, 2016

ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS

All ASEA associates in any open ASEA country are 

eligible to participate in the Mentor bonus promotion.

EARNING A MENTOR BONUS

Every time you personally enroll a new associate, you 

have the opportunity to earn any or all of the following 

as that person advances in rank:

$50 – you mentor someone to Director within 

14 days of enrollment 

$100 – you mentor someone to Director 300 

within 30 days of enrollment 

$150 – you mentor someone to Director 700 

within 60 days of enrollment

These bonuses are cumulative, so you can earn all 

of them, but if you miss one, catch the next one! The 

objective is to keep mentoring, even if an associate 

miss a milestone. 

There’s no limit to the number of Mentor bonus you can 

earn! Every time you mentor a new personally enrolled 

associate to a Director rank within the qualification peri-

od, you can get this bonus. 

QUALIFYING FOR A MENTOR BONUS

The only qualification on earning a Mentor bonus is 

to be paid at a rank equivalent to or higher than that 

of your new enrollee the same week they advance. 

For example, in order to earn the $100 bonus on a 

Director 300, you must also be paid at Director 300 or 

a higher rank the week your enrollee reaches that rank. 

You have until commissions close on the week your 

enrollee advances to qualify for your Mentor bonus. 

Example: If your new associate advances on a 

Tuesday, you actually have until commissions close  

the following Friday to be at or above the rank of your 

new associate. 

RECEIVING YOUR MENTOR BONUS

You will be paid your Mentor bonus two weeks from the 

date you qualify. ASEA pays commissions every Friday 

for week’s activity that closed the previous Friday. The 

Mentor bonus is paid every Friday for the week’s activ-

ity that closed two Fridays previous, so you’ll receive 

commissions one week and Mentor bonus the next. 

Example: You mentor someone who advances to D300 

in commission week 36. You will be paid your normal 

commissions for that week in week 37, and your Mentor 

bonus for that week will come in week 38. 

MENTOR BONUS CONTEST RULES


